A new method to identify multiple sources of oscillatory activity from magnetoencephalographic data.
Identifying the sources of oscillatory activity in the human brain is a challenging problem in current magnetoencephalography (MEG) and electroencephalography (EEG) research. The fluctuations in phase and amplitude of cortical oscillations preclude signal averaging over successive sections of the data without a priori assumptions. In addition, several sources at different locations often produce oscillatory activity at similar frequencies. For example, spontaneous oscillatory activity in the 8- to 13-Hz band is produced simultaneously at least in the posterior parts of the brain and bilaterally in the sensorimotor cortices. The previous approaches of identifying sources of oscillatory activity by dipole modeling of bandpass filtered data are quite laborious and require that multiple criteria are defined by an experienced user. In this work we introduce a convenient method for source localization using minimum current estimates in the frequency domain. Individual current estimates are calculated for the Fourier transforms of successive sections of continuous data. These current estimates are then averaged. The algorithm was tested on simulated and measured MEG data and compared with conventional dipole modeling. The main advantage of the proposed method is that it provides an efficient approach for simultaneous estimation of multiple sources of oscillatory activity in the same frequency band.